
Religious symbolism is much more than metaphor for social constructs. Religious symbols
don’t simply describe things, as metaphors describe things, for instance saying that a brave
man is like a lion. Religious symbolism instead articulates fundamental processes. Religious
symbols reveal critical transformations that follow patterns God wove into the universe.

Take mountains, food, and clothing for three biblical
examples. A scientist describes a mountain by its height,
base width, climate, and mineral content. Your materialist
mind might add how thin the air would be and hard it
would be to breathe at the top. But the Bible’s symbolism
instead treats mountains as symbols for ascension and
descension processes. Adam and Eve sin, forcing their
mountaintop descent into arduous and mortal labors.

Moses goes up Mount Sinai to receive the law from God, transforming a disorganized
people into God’s treasured nation. Christ ascends one mountain for transfiguration with
Moses and Elijah while descending another mountain to show himself walking on chaos
waters. In religious terms, mountains are processes, subordinating the scientist’s every
observation.

The same is true of food. The nutritionist would measure the food’s caloric content, while
the epicurean might revel over its taste. But the Bible’s symbolism treats food as a process of
incorporating its consumer into a new body. To bite the forbidden fruit is to stand apart from
God, banished from his kingdom, while to eat the passover is to join the fleeing Israelite
nation, and to consume the body and blood of Christ is to join him in eternal communion.
The religious symbolism of clothing is likewise a process, not a descriptive metaphor. God
clothing Adam and Eve with animal skin is to substitute a protective sacrifice for their lost
communion. David rejecting the warrior’s scaled coat of armor is to refuse technology’s
reptilian identity to trust instead in the power of God.

Don’t miss the Bible’ profoundly deep symbolism. Don’t take trees, boats, valleys, wine,
caves, and other common biblical images as meaningless or even as simple metaphor.
Instead, see Bible images as representing profound universal processes God wove into his
gorgeous, complicated, and chaotic creation. Doing so will remove much of the seeming
conflict and confusion between biblical and scientific worldviews. Science is a measurement
method, not a worldview. The Bible is a complete worldview, not a measurement method.
The Bible not only reveals how to view the world but how to behave within it for the
greatest flourishing. For more on religious symbolism, refer to Canadian Eastern Orthodox
icon carver Jonathan Pageau.


